
Global Oneness Day at Turtle Woman Peace Garden 
Atlanta: City of Peace - 10.24.10 

Facilitators: 
Geri Taran (Atlanta, GA)... Founder-Turtle Woman Peace Garden and ACP-Treasurer 
John R. Naugle (Atlanta, GA)... Director-Turtle Woman Peace Garden and ACP-President  

 
We peacemakers here in Atlanta really enjoyed planning for and hosting an event at the Turtle Woman Peace 
Garden & Center in honor of humanity’s first ever Global Oneness Day on Sunday 24 October 2010. Although the 
attendance was not as overflowing as we had hoped because we had discovered the celebration too late to 
promote it adequately, we very much enjoyed opening the peace garden to welcome all who came. In both a 
figurative and literal way we opened the gate to all sentient beings, spreading rose petals, and we held a spiritual 
presence to celebrate the first-ever Global Oneness Day. Literature was made available to inform visitors of the 
Mission for Atlanta: City of Peace, Inc. (ACP), which is dedicated to building the global peace legacy of Atlanta. 
This nonprofit was born at the Turtle Woman Peace Garden and Center and its interim headquarters is still being 
hosted there. Our Personal Affirmation for Global Oneness Day... 

“Hello, my name is ____, and I celebrate being ONE with our Global Family. 
I am also a Peace-builder and Co-Creator for Atlanta: City of Peace.” 

    
[Co-Creators of Turtle Woman Peace Garden & Center] 

* * * 
“Dream of peace, act accordingly, change the world.” 

—Turtle Woman 
 

"Peace among religions is a precondition for world peace." 
—Swami Agnivesh 

 
"Humankind has not woven the web of life. 

We are but one thread within it. 
Whatever we do to the web, we do to ourselves. 

All things are bound together. All things connect." 
—Chief Seattle 

 
History of Turtle Woman Peace Garden & Center: 
 
Turtle Woman (Geri Taran) has long felt a special affinity towards turtles and the dream for the Turtle Woman Peace Garden 
and Center has been developing for many years. Native Americans, too, have been influenced by Turtle Spirit for many, many 
generations. Since the beginning of the human race, people have believed in the extraordinary powers of animals. All sentient 
beings, even animals, possess souls and consciousness. Early people around the world honored animals for having a spiritual 
life similar to their own and the spirit of the animal existed even after death. The ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Hindus, Buddhists, 
Aztecs and many other cultures have venerated various animals so it is fitting that we celebrate all sentient beings during 
Global Oneness Day. The purpose of Turtle Woman Peace Garden & Center is to remind all who visit, whether physical or 
spiritual, human or animal, that we always carry our 'home' in the being that we are, and especially wherever we go. Turtle 
Spirit carries the message to remain mobile and flexible in your spiritual walk and to not acquire more possessions than you 
need. The burden of material and physical possessions can slow our spiritual journey. Turtles fulfill their responsibilities in their 
own slow-moving manner. Visitors to Turtle Woman Peace Garden and Center are encouraged to slow down, smell the flowers, 
pick organic fruits and vegetables, exercise patience, and to celebrate the many gifts and blessings offered by our Great Spirit.   
 

                
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “Building Atlanta’s Global Peace Legacy with the Global Peace Museum (GPM)” 

www.ATLcityofpeace.org 

  
 

 
 


